Job vacancy: Masons and Masons Apprentice or Masons trainees, The Netherland

Number of available position: 50

General information:
Location: Bergerweg 61-box 8526, 6135 KD Sittard NL
Form of employment: Apprenticeship or traineeship
Type of contract: Apprenticeship or traineeship
Net monthly wage (Euro): see text below

Job description:

Masons (apprentice, traineeship) for “face bricks”= “facade”

Due to the very wide experience (good but also less good) it was decided to set up our own training institute, as after all it turned out and proved that the norms and values and quality and quantity/ roductivity in West Europe go to a different level as for example in Central, Eastern and Southern Europe, hence these sometimes specific subject-related knowledge and skills and “tips & tricks” from Western Europe are more demanding than elsewhere.

A phenomenon that we specifically want to name is the masonry / brick masonry / façade masonry as in some countries in Western Europe it’s quite nuance, but something that in most (other) countries is totally not nuance, on the contrary.

It then becomes difficult and almost impossible to recruit skilled craftsmen elsewhere.

Because of this conclusion “the first stone has been laid” and “the foundation has been established” of our schooling / training, after all there is already a shortage of specific professionals, and it will become more and more and probably even in the short term.

VANACO BV responds to this and educates practitioners to become acceptable and productive professionals who, under somewhat less intensive supervision, are functioning well, specifically for those countries where this discipline is very common.

This implicates a steady job for a long period of time, without looking for a job over and aver again, year after year again, even with breaks in between, well paid, and if production it’s paid even (much) better then most other offers.

A small investment in time from the candidate can really change their life !!

Our add:
Bricklayers – also Apprentice / Trainees - for addiditonal training:
VANACO BV located in Holland is looking for (apprentice) Masons to be trained on mastering the correct techniques, qualitative as well as productive, of the Netherlands and Belgium regarding bricklaying, more specific face bricks.

For that we offer you a training/schooling, will lasts between 1-10 weeks, depending on your previous experiences as well as your motivation.

During the training we also teach you Dutch language, so you can easily take on the job – after finishing the course – on Dutch and Belgium construction sites.

We also supply you a very usefull and obligated safety course.

While being trained you’ll receive already € 150,- per week, after finishing you’ll be employed (officially and in the Netherlands at Daxxa) as bricklayer according to Dutch / Belgium standards and wages, which for a start will be € 10,- per working hour nett, without any distractions whatsoever. If you really prove to be productive this salary will grow up to € 11,50 -€ 12,50 and even more (if production), so it’s all about you.

Accomodation + work-accomodatoin-work transport will be set as well.

Simply saying, you will receive a professional training / schooling in several fields, which is paid for and meanwhile training you’ll be paid, after finishing the course we’ll offer you a steady job, where can you find such an offer?

You’ll learn:
- set profiles and dimensions
- placed prefab elements
- applying insulation
- making clean and dirt masonry
- bricklaying and gluing facing bricks, blocks and what else occurs
- finishing of joints, pointering
- renovation and restoration
- safety
- environment and waste separation
- types of masonry tools, tools and application
- read and expand the plan
- basic formwork and armament
- good mortar and glue compositions
- different connections
- brickwork of corners, stretches, heads, gables and clay sills
- bricking an opening
- spread mortar
- check and finish masonry work
- working with spirit level (instrument)
- Masonry foundation pipes and feed pipes
- place drainage and protection materials on / against walls or on floors
- practical tests
Requirements:

✓ General requirements: ----------------------------------------

✓ Language knowledge: basic - France or English or Germany or Dutch

✓ Other specific requirements: no

ISCO Profile requested: 7112 – Bricklayers and related workers

Procedure to participate in the selection:

Deadline 15/04/2019 to sabina.riatti@regione.marche.it
To participate in the selection it is necessary to be registered on EUJOB4EU Platform:
www.yourfirsteuresjob.eu/eujob4eu or www.reactivatejob.eu

The CV inserted must be written in in English and COMPLETED in all the fields.
Once you are registered and you have COMPLETELY filled in your CV, please send an email to
sabina.riatti@regione.marche.it indicating “50 Masons and Masons Apprentice or Masons trainees NL”
in the object.

Only candidates registered, with a complete CV and responding to the requirements will be contacted for the
selection.